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Details of Visit:

Author: mercury2
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 14 Jun 2012 11pm
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 150
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Manchester Elite
Website: http://www.manchester-elite.co.uk
Phone: 07748099390

The Premises:

Very clean modern apartment just round the corner from the usual ME place

The Lady:

Like the photos on the site - fantastic tits and very well put together. Nice tight arse and long legs

The Story:

We started with some kissing then sorted out the cash. I went off for a shower while went for a drink
for me. Carla took off my towel (I like that bit) then she felt my cock which was getting bigger by the
minute. Moved onto more kissing and feeling her awesome ass. I undid her bra and let those
fantastic tits loose. She has a fantastic set on her, absolutely great and bigger than in the pics.
Carla then sank to her knees and sucked my cock for all it was worth. Onto the bed and I returned
the favour, and gently licked her moist pussy, eventually getting 2 fingers in there as well. I couldn't
make her come though. Carla is a bit of a contradiction - she is quite young and she alternated
between those faces that some girls use (like biting her bottom lip) and seeming to genuinely enjoy
being fucked by some random knobhead who turned up at 11 at night. Anyway - on with the hat and
she fucked me with her on top. I came quite quick after that with those tits slapping me around the
head. Great stuff.

A bit of a break then she got on top again and proceeded to make me harder by grinding herself on
my cock - very very fucking sexy. After Carla managed to grind and suck me hard enough to get the
condom on I just about managed to get hard enough to get back inside. Second time round I didn't
come so quick - and we spent about 10 minutes with me sliding all the way out and back in again
and also doing a bit of surfing. I couldn't come like that again so off with the hat and sucking and
wanking for a bit got me to come again - but not without Carla warning me not to
A. come in her mouth
B. come on her hair
C. come on the duvet.

So I came on her tits. Rude not to.

Carla isn't the tiniest size 6 waif, thank fuck for that. She's more attractive and with bigger boobs
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than the website pics. She's also a bit confusing because sometimes you don't know if she's faking
it, enjoying it or merely being good at her job.

All in it was a good punt, and I would happily recommend Carla to anyone who appreciates a
woman with curves in the right places! I'd go back to see her again.
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